SUMMARY AGENDA

Room H, Montbrillant Building, ITU Headquarters -- Geneva, Switzerland

Wednesday, 14 June 2000 (0930-1730):

1. Welcome and Introductory Remarks by the Secretary-General, Mr. Yoshio UTSUMI
2. Nomination of the Chairperson and Approval of Agenda
3. Introduction of Background Issues Paper (IPTEL/03) and Presentations:
   (1) IP Telephony Services
       (a) Retail, Mr. Bart BARTOLOZZI, Director, Strategic Development, Net2Phone, Inc.
       (b) Wholesale, Mr. Philip MUTOONI, Senior Manager, BSS/OSS Engineering, iBasis, Inc.
   (2) Technical Aspects of IP Telephony (Introduction), Mr. Pierre-André PROBST, Swisscom SA
   (3) Economic Aspects of IP Telephony and Impact on PTOs, Dr. Tim KELLY, ITU
   (4) Regulatory Aspects of IP Telephony, Prof. Lee McKNIGHT, Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University, and MIT Internet & Telecoms Convergence Consortium
4. Introduction of Suggested List of Questions for Discussion (IPTEL/04)
5. Discussion of Questions:
   - Definitions
   - Regulatory classifications

Thursday, 15 June 2000 (0930-1730):

6. Presentation of ITU-commissioned Case Studies on IP Telephony and the Internet in China (IPTEL/05), Colombia (IPTEL/06), Peru (IPTEL/07) and Thailand (IPTEL/08), Dr. Ben PETRAZZINI, ITU
7. Discussion of Case Studies
8. Continued Discussion of Questions:
   - Economic aspects
   - Numbering, naming, addressing and routing issues
   - Regulatory obligations on IP Telephony Service Providers

Friday, 16 June 2000 (0930-1230):

9. Continued Discussion of Questions:
   - Avenues for international co-ordination
10. Conclusions